Dec. 5—9

This week in Reading we are reading

make it first we had to answer that

a book called Marven of the Great North question. Then we colored paper bricks
Woods. It’s when a kid named Marven

to make the chimney. Next, we had to

nesota because his town was getting

chimney. Lastly, we glued our answer

the lumberjack camp because they

was actually just a Kleenex. – Jade

who went to a lumberjack camp in Min- cut our boots and legs to stick out of the

sick. His parents didn’t just send him to to the chimney and added “snow” which
loved him the most, but because it was

In Social, we are learning about the

the last place for one of his sisters or a

Northeast Region. I’ve learned a lot of

wake up the lumberjacks and keep

the Christmas program by singing and

place a girl would go. His jobs were to

their payroll. This is a true story about
Marven Lasky. – Joe

We have been going to the library to

test on Math and it was called an OLPA

test. It had 48 questions. There were
division problems, and multiplication
problems. – Jacob

This week in Math, we have been

rounding and estimation products. It

was fun but a little hard but we kept on

new things. We are also practicing for
saying our parts. – Axel

In English, we learned about plural

possessive nouns. For example, “The

dogs’ bowls were orange and yellow.”

To make a plural noun possessive you

add an (‘) if it already has an -s, -es, or ies. If it doesn’t have any of those you
add an (‘s) as in “moose’s or deer’s”. –
Drake

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Christmas
Santa Claus
ornament
Jesus
wreath
manger

7. Christmas tree

8. caroling
9. reindeer
10.chimney
11. elf
12.holly
13.December
14.snowflakes
15.snowman
16.presents
17.merry
18.stocking
19.wrapping
20.North Pole

In Religion, this week, we learned

trying and we solved the problems. We about Advent. Advent starts four Suntook the top number and rounded it to
days before Christmas. We know that
the closest tens and then we did the

same to the bottom number. Then we

would multiply it. We also had an OLPA
test on Tuesday. It was kind of hard. –
Lilly

We have been trying to learn about

circuits in Science, but we have been

talking a lot. On Monday we watched a
Magic School Bus video to conclude our
Body Defense System unit. We all love
when we watch it. – Sophie

This week we made a craft called “If

Santa Was Stuck in My Chimney…” To

there are five candles in the Advent
wreath. There are 3 purple ones and a
pink one, and one is lit every

NEXT WEEK:

Sunday. These candles rep-  Dec. Advent

Dec. 15 Christmas Around the
World visitors.
peace. On Christmas, the
FUTURE:
fifth candle, which is white,  Dec. 21 SHAS Christmas Program
 Dec. 22 Half Day before Christis lit to represent Baby Jemas Break
resent love, hope, joy, and



sus. On Sunday, Father will

light candle number three, which is the

pink joy candle.

